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Case Report

CASE REPORT
A 48-year-old female patient presented with a complaint of lump 
in upper inner quadrant of left breast three months back. The lump 
was initially of size approximately 3×2 cm at onset and rapidly 
progressed to the size of 8×7 cm in a period of three months. The 
lump was not associated with any aggravating or relieving factors. 
Patient did not give history of backache, breathlessness, pain over 
the swelling, loss of weight or appetite. Patient underwent excision 
of similar lump in left breast on same site of current presentation. The 
histopathological report of the excised lump, at primary presentation 
was suggestive of benign PT. One and half year after primary lump 
excision patient developed first reccurence of lump at same site 
over left breast at 11’O clock position, which was excised again at 
another hospital. The histopthology report of the tumour excised 
after first recurrence was suggestive of malignant PT. In this case, 
the first local recurrence was one and half years after initial excision 
and second recurrence was seen within three months of treatment 
of first recurrence.

On examination left breast had a single swelling palpable in upper 
inner quadrant of left breast. The lump measured approximately 
8×6 cm in size and fixed to the chest wall and pectoralis major 
muscle. Scar line was noted over the palpable lump with serous 
discharge and excoriation over the scar line [Table/Fig-1]. Routine 
blood investigations were done and were within normal limits. 

Ultrasonography of bilateral breast with axilla was suggestive of 
solid appearing mass in left breast with low level internal echoes 
suggestive of recurrent PT. High Resolution Computed Tomography 
(HRCT) thorax showed following features of large well defined 
lobulated isodense mass lesion in the upper and inner quadrant 
of the left breast opposite to first and second ribs [Table/Fig-2a,b]. 
Loss of fat planes between the lesion and left pectoralis muscle 
with associated retraction of the overlying skin and few enlarged 
lymphnodes in the bilateral axilla largest measuring 1.5×1.7 cm 
[Table/Fig-2b]. All the features were suggesting the possibility of 
recurrence of PT. Metastatic workup (ultrasonography of abdomen 
and pelvis, X-ray of chest and thoracolumbar spine) was done 
which was unremarkable. Fine Needle Aspiration Cytology (FNAC) 
was done from the lump in the left breast which was suggestive of 
malignant PT. The patient underwent left simple mastectomy with 
left axillary lymphnode sampling [Table/Fig-3a,b,c]. The challenge 
faced for performing the surgery was the nature of incision to 
be taken, as the patient already had previous scars with skin 
involvement and tumour being in proximity to the clavicular region 
provided limited margin for dissection of the tumour, thus making 
primary closure difficult. An irregular elliptical incision was taken 
involving the tumour and nipple areolar complex of the left breast 
as seen in [Table/Fig-3a-c]. The specimen obtained was then 
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ABSTRACT
Johannes Muller initially described Phyllodes Tumours (PT) to be “cystosarcoma phyllodes” in 1838. The connotation for the term 
“phyllodes” is leaf like, which on pathologic examination gives appearance of typical papillary projections. The PT are fibroepithelial in 
nature and account for an unbefitting 1% of overall primary neoplasms of the breast. They are known for its rapid growth and seen in 
women of 35-55 years of age, with a mean age of presentation as 45 years. Regardless of the histology recurrence is very common, 
in both malignant and benign PT. The stromal pattern of expression of CD10 marker strongly correlates with the grade of PT thus 
helps in the differentiating between malignant and benign variants of PT. Authors hereby, discuss a case of 48-year-old female patient 
with recurrent PT of breast who underwent surgical excision of benign phyllodes tumour twice and presented with a briskly growing 
recurrent lump in the left breast for the third time, diagnosed as malignant PT. Very finite data is available on the outcome of surgical 
management and the advantage of adjuvant Radiation Therapy (RT) in PT. The PT carry high risk of recurrence as well as become 
aggressive when malignant in nature. Thus, wide local excision of the tumour with negative margins should be followed by adjuvant 
chemotherapy and radiotherapy to decrease the recurrence rate.

[Table/Fig-1]: Clinical picture of lump over the left breast at the time of presentation.

[Table/Fig-2]: a) Sagittal section of High Resolution Computed Tomography (HRCT) 
showing skin tethering; b) Sagittal-oblique view of HRCT showing loss of fat planes 
and enlarged axillary lymphnode.
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very common and is also unpredictable [4]. PTs is classified by The 
World Health Organisation (WHO) into three subtypes depending upon 
its histological characteristics of stromal cell mitotic activity, stromal 
cellularity, stromal overgrowth, stromal nuclear atypia, type of borders 
(infiltrating or pushing) and tumour necrosis as: benign, borderline, and 
malignant [5]. The local recurrence is seen within the first few years after 
surgery, especially when incomplete excision was performed initially [4]. 
PT are mostly benign, thus major concern postsurgery is recuurence: 
local vs. distant recurrence [6]. Around 15% of PT have a likelihood to 
recur locally, whereas fewer tumours develop metastasis to distant sites. 
Even though, histotype is considered the most important prognostic 
factor, there are reports which suggest that it has less importance than 
margin status while predicting local recurrence [7].

In the present case, the first local recurrence, was one and half years 
after initial excision and second recurrence was seen within three 
months of treatment of first recurrence. As per various studies, the 
backbone of curative treatment of PT is surgery that includes breast 
conservation surgery and mastectomy [5]. The treatment for locally 
recurring tumour is re-excising of the tumour which is superseded 
by radiotherapy [1]. According to recent guidelines PT of >3 cm 
should undergo resection with free margins of ≥1 cm; axillary 
staging is not required [2]. A study suggest role of chemotherapy in 
metastatic PT and radiotherapy for malignant, margin positive PT, 
to achieve local control [2]. A study carried out on 3120 patients 
in the American College of Surgeons’ published in the National 
Cancer Database and the data from this study was suggestive that 
radiotherapy can decrease the local recurrence rate and extend the 
time to local recurrence, with no significant influence on survival [5]. In 
the current case, left simple mastectomy with left axillary lymphnode 
sampling was done and four cycles of adjuvant chemotherapy with 
adriamycin and iphosphamide with mesna was given to the patient. 
This was followed by radiotherapy (50 Gy via 3DCRT) and the 
patient currently after six months of the surgery patient shows has 
no signs of local recurrence until six months postoperatively.

Histologically, it may be challenging to distinguish PT from fibroadenoma. 
However, distinction of malignant PT from spindle cell metaplastic 
carcinoma and primary breast sarcoma is difficult. In some instances, 
fibroadenomas having intracanalicular pattern of growth and stromal 
hypercellularity can mimic PTs [8]. 

Studies show that, as the lesions progress from benign PT to 
borderline PT to frankly malignant PT there is a marked increase in 
the expression of CD10 marker. All the cases having malignant PT 
showed intensity for CD10 to be strong and diffuse. All cases with 
borderline PT showed patchy and strong immunoreaction, while 
cases with benign PT showed weak and patchy immunoreactions. 
The stromal pattern of expression of CD10 marker strongly 
correlates with the grade of PT, thus helps in the differentiating 
between malignant and benign variants of PT and can assist the 
histopathological examination and grading the PTs accurately thus 
helping in careful planning treatment and follow-up. Sarcomatoid 
metaplastic carcinomas contain spindled component which stain 
positive for p63 or high molecular weight keratin and thus they can 
be differentiated from malignant PT [9]. In the present case, the 
tumour was immunoreactive for CD10, focally moderate positive for 
SMA and immunonegative for Pan CK, p63 and C-kit.

Study done by Chan YJ et al., states that Ki-67 antigen in the 
cell is related to proliferation which can be labelled along with 
monoclonal antibody MIB-1. MIB-1 immunostaining when applied 
on tissue sections helps in assessment of proliferative activity of 
tumours, especially those which include breast carcinoma. Ki-67 
antigen (MIB-1 index) is defined as the percentage (%) of positivity 
in nuclear staining after we have counted one thousand neoplastic 
stromal cells. In benign lesions, the percentage of positive cells in 
the MIB-1 index is low and the percentage increases in malignant 
tumours [10]. In this case, the MIB labeling index was 70% which is 
suggestive of highly malignant tumour.

sent for histopathological examination and immunohistochemistry 
[Table/Fig-3d]. Primary closure was done with no evidence of 
infection and flap necrosis postoperatively. Histopathology report 
was suggestive of malignant phylloides tumour of left breast with 
no nodal metastasis. Also immunohistochemistry was suggestive 
of malignant PT, immunoreactive for CD-10, focally moderate 
positive for Smooth Muscle Actin (SMA) and immunonegative for 
Pan-Cytokeratin (Pan-CK), p63 and C-kit. The MIB-1 labelling index 
was 70% [Table/Fig-4a-c]. Postoperatively, the patient received four 
cycles of chemotherapy with adriamycin+iphosphamide+mesna 
followed by radiotherapy with 3D Conformal Radiation Therapy 
(3DCRT) (Truebeam STx Linear Accelerator). A dose of 50Gy/25 
fractions was delivered in a period of 35 days with symptomatic 
treatment given during the course of radiotherapy. Follow-up was 
taken six months post surgery and the patient showed no signs of 
recurrence and had healthy scar.

[Table/Fig-3]: a) Incision taken for simple mastectomy in this patient; b) Attachment 
of tumour to the pectoralis muscle; c) Breast tissue and tumour separated from the 
overlying skin; d) Cut section of tumour and specimen sent for  histopathological 
examination and immunohistochemistry.

[Table/Fig-4]: a) Tumour cells showing diffuse and strong immunoreactivity for 
CD10 (IHC, 40x); b) Tumour cells showing patchy immunoreactivity for SMA (IHC, 
40x); c) Ki 67/MIB  labeling index was 70% (IHC, 10x).

DISCUSSION
Johannes Muller initially described PT to be “cystosarcoma phyllodes” 
in 1838. The connotation for the term “phyllodes” is leaf-like, which on 
pathologic examination gives appearance of typical papillary projections 
[1]. PT are commonly seen in women of middle age, having mean size 
of 4-7 cm with expeditious growth [2]. They are fibroepithelial in nature 
and account for unbefitting 1% of overall primary neoplasms of the 
breast [3]. PT are known for its rapid growth and seen in women of 
35-55 years of age, with a mean age of presentation as 45 years [2]. 
The transformation of PT from benign to a malignant tumour is not 
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CONCLUSION(S)
The PT carry high risk of recurrence as well as become aggressive 
when malignant in nature. Thus, wide local excision of the tumour 
with negative margins, should be followed by adjuvant chemotherapy 
and radiotherapy to decrease the recurrence rate. However, more 
evidence is needed to prove the efficacy of adjuvant radiotherapy to 
prevent recurrence in a case of malignant PT. 
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